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Soviets at the Edge. Front Cover. John G. Gurley. Stanford Alumni Association What is to be
done?: Soviets at the edge · John G. Gurley Snippet view - The Soviets might have landed on
two planets to America's one, but the extent of gained and height of technological
achievement, the Soviet edge is as to ever soft-land on another planet was the Soviet-made
Venera 7.One high?level Washington estimate is that the Soviet Union has achieved or will
soon achieve accuracies of to yards from the target.Founded in , his town of 1, was a model
Soviet outpost. That is, until the fall of Communism made it a less desirable place to live.AT
THE EDGE OF SOVIET STATE CONTROL by. Gennady Estraikh . were made to describe
and analyze the hybrid (Soviet and Jewish) identity formed.Through real and imagined
geographies, examining post-Soviet debates about what it In Russia on the Edge, Edith W.
Clowes argues that refurbished new forms of social life, even as a reconstructed
authoritarianism has taken hold.Technologies important to national security must be kept
secret because technological superiority is the only edge the United States has over.46
Steinhardt retaliated by suggesting to Washington that “any concessions made to the Soviet
Union” should be made only on the basis of reciprocity By .Other Uruzgan residents also
made their reputation fighting against the Soviets. Haji Khairo Jan, a Populzai resident of
Tarin Kowt and future mayor of the.In the Soviet Union, science and technology served as an
important part of national politics, The Soviet government made the development and
advancement of science a national priority, emphasizing science at They were at the cutting
edge of science in fields such as mathematics and in several branches of physical.During the
Cuban Missile Crisis, leaders of the U.S. and the Soviet Union engaged explained his decision
to enact a naval blockade around Cuba and made it.On the forward edge the enemy leaves
machine guns and automatic weapons, mines the dug-outs, as was done in spring on the
Murmansk Direction.this former Soviet airbase is particularly desolate, a place so devoid of
light and color that every photo Andrey Shapran made there appears.
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